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Screensaver User Manual  
Screensaver is an open source, web based Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) developed at 
and used by the ICCB-Longwood Screening Facility (ICCB-L). Screensaver first launched in June 2007. A 
revised, updated version of Screensaver launched in December 2018. Screensaver supports the storage and 
comparison of screening datasets, as well as the management of information about screens, screeners, 
libraries and laboratory work requests.  

Screensaver access is restricted to ICCB-L screeners with an active Small Molecule or RNAi User Agreement 
on file. 
 
 
A few helpful points to keep in mind: 
 
Since there is so much information available in Screensaver, not all data is displayed by default. The Add 
columns, Add other screen columns and Add study column buttons on the left side of tables can be 
selected to modify the displayed columns. Check the box next to the information you would like included in the 
table. 
 
Magnifying glass icons located above some columns enables querying information within a specific column. 
Sorting and nested sorting of table columns is possible in Screensaver. By default, columns with numeric 
values are sorted low to high and columns with strings are sorted alphabetically. To sort a column, click on the 
column’s title. An icon with the sort order # and arrow indicating the direction of sort is displayed. To perform a 
nested sort, click the title of the next column to be sorted. 
  
Each page in Screensaver has a unique URL. This provides a convenient way of relaying information to 
colleagues with Screensaver access or ICCB-L team members should any issues or questions arise.  
 
You can navigate through Screensaver using the forward and back buttons in your web browser. If you have 
advanced past a page of interest and would like to get back to it, use the back button on your web browser.  
Using the tabs within Screensaver will revert to default conditions as opposed to options you may have 
selected.    
 
When exporting data, only columns that are visible in the viewable table are included. Prior to downloading, 
confirm that all columns of interest are displayed in the table.    
 
 
Examples within: 
 
Example 1 (page 3): Determine the molecular weight range of compounds within a library. 
 
Example 2 (page 5): Identify which small molecule libraries contain compounds that target EGFR. 
 
Example 3 (page 7): Download a file of all potential hits identified in User’s screen, including columns for 
compound structure and compound ID. 
 
Example 4 (page 10): View compound name and structure for a particular plate and well location (or multiple 
wells). 
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Getting started: 
 
To sign in, go to the Screensaver sign page (https://screensaver.med.harvard.edu) and enter your eCommons 
ID and password, then click Sign in.  
 

 
The home page will appear. Screensaver provides three options for accessing data: 1) menu navigation; 2) 
text search with autofill; and 3) Find text search. Clicking on Screensaver in the horizontal search bar will 
return you to this Home page.  
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Menu Navigation 

 
Clicking on each of the categories will display: 
 
Libraries:  Information on individual small molecule and RNAi libraries. 
 
Screens: List of all screens User has permission to view. This is dependent upon the user agreement on file 
and selected data sharing level.  
 
My Screens: A list of all screens User has conducted or collaborated on at ICCB-L. 
 
Studies: ICCB-L compiles information on libraries that many investigators will find helpful during data analysis 
and follow up experiments. These include studies on compound fluorescence, toxicity, target information and 
frequency of hits in screens conducted at ICCB-L. 
 
Cherry Pick Requests: A list of User’s cherry pick requests. 
 
Activities: A list of all activities conducted by User and their collaborators (when associated with a screen) at 
ICCB-L. This includes training, library screening, cherry pick screening and custom automation. To see only 
User activities, click on User’s name, then Activities tab. 
 
Searching via the menu is particularly useful when querying an entire category, for example viewing particular 
items within an entire library or screen.  
_________________________________ 
Example 1. Determine the molecular weight range of compounds within a library. 
 
Select Libraries, then Small Molecule Libraries. Libraries appear alphabetically and you can scroll to the one 
of interest. 
 

 

 Alternative: enter library name in the autofill Find a Library… text search. 

Click on the library short name (eg Selleck-10mM) to view. 
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Click Wells, then Add columns. You will see columns that can be displayed. Check the boxes next to all 
information you would like displayed and uncheck the box for any information you are not interested in viewing. 
Click Continue and the table will be updated. 
 

 
Click on Molecular Weight to sort from high to low.  
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If you wish to view or manipulate the data in another program (eg Excel, Vortex, KNIME), click Download to 
export the data. Prior to downloading, confirm all desired columns are visible. Only columns displayed in the 
table will be downloaded. Available formats for export are xlsx, csv and sdf. 
_________________________________ 
Example 2. Identify which small molecule libraries contain compounds that target EGFR. 
 
In the menu, select Studies, then 100010 (Vendor-provided compound description/activity/target). 

 

Select Data, then the magnifying glass icon in the Vendor-provided compound description/activity/target 
column. Search type is set to ‘contains’ and ‘EGFR’ is entered into the search box. Click Ok. 
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The updated table will contain a list of all experimental wells in which the vendor has indicated EGFR as a 
target. 
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_________________________________ 
Example 3. Download a file of all potential hits identified in User’s screen, including columns for 
compound structure and compound ID. 
 
In the search menu, select My Screens. A list of all screens you conducted or collaborated on at ICCB-L are 
displayed.  

 
Click Screen ID # of interest.  

 

The Screening Summary tab provides more detailed information, including the option to view all Plates 
Screened and Libraries Screened. The protocol provided in the primary screen report can be viewed by 
clicking Protocol. Any cherry picks requests and the corresponding plate maps can be viewed by clicking 
Cherry Picks. A summary of all activities associated with the screen, including training, library screening, 
external library screening and cherry pick transfers, is found in Activities. To view deposited data, click Data. 
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All results are displayed. Depending upon the number of data columns, the table may continue out of view to 
the right. To only display potential hits, select the box next to Show positive rows only. 
 
Often, investigators find it useful to include additional information, including compound SMILES, structure 
images, PubChem CIDs, etc. Click Add columns to modify what is displayed. When all columns to be 
displayed are selected, click Continue.  
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It is also informative to include information from Studies, e.g. ‘Reagent counts for small molecule screens’ and 
‘Vendor-provided compound description/activity/target’. Similar to adding columns, click Add study columns, 
check all to included, then select Continue.   
 

 
Depending on your data sharing level, you will have permission to view a selection of other screens conducted 
at ICCB-L, enabling result comparisons. To do this, you can check the button next to Mutual positives on the 
upper right side of the screen. This will add the results columns of all screens you have permission to view. 
Alternatively, if you prefer to view specific screens or data columns that you have permission to view, click the 
Add other screen columns and select desired columns to add.  
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_________________________________ 
Example 4. View compound name and structure for a particular plate and well location (or multiple 
wells). 
 
The most straightforward way to view particular well(s) information in Screensaver is to use the Find Plate 
Wells… text search option in the search bar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The text search allows for different syntaxes when searching plate and well. For example, to 
search for plate 2089 well D05, you can enter 2089 D05, 2089:D05, or 2089D05. Clicking 

on ? to the right of Find will display a list of acceptable search combinations. 
 
Compound information is displayed under 3 tabs: 
 
Well Details: Provides information about the compound, including structure, vendor ID and SMILES string 
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Annotations: Provides information on all studies pertaining to the particular compound 
Other Wells With Reagent: If the compound is present in multiple well locations, it will be displayed in this tab. 
Determination is based on vendor name and ID. The same compound from different vendors will not be 
displayed in this tab. 
 

  

 

The above examples illustrate how to access some of the information within Screensaver. We encourage you 
to look around on your own, building on what is described here. Please contact the ICCB-L team with any 
questions you have, issues encountered or feedback you would like to provide. 


